A Flawed Democracy
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It is important to begin with the realization that the US was founded as a republic, not as a democracy. The founders were distrustful of the raw political energy of the people. In 1787, James Madison, the 4th US President, described democracies as spectacles of turbulence and contention; incompatible with personal security or the rights of property. Thus, the government in the US was structured to insulate political elites from popular opinion. The Congress, the executive, and the judicial—a nine-member oligarchy of lifetime political appointees whose guiding ideology always seems half a century behind the general public—limit and blunt the expression of the popular will. The hallmarks of a healthy democracy are that each vote should be counted and each one should count equally. This is not the case in the USA, where the difference between popular will and political representation is growing. Let’s look at four sources for the growing deficits of US democracy.

Follow The Money

Money plays a huge role in US politics. Members of Congress need to solicit vast amounts of money to wage their electoral campaigns. Money comes from a variety of sources. There is the modest contribution of the ordinary citizen, that can sometimes make a difference in insurgent campaigns. There are also the legal contributions from well-founded groups. Lastly, there is the ‘dark money’ of nonprofit organizations including unions and trade
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organizations, and political action campaigns (PACs) who do not have to disclose their donors. Individuals can contribute to these organizations' political campaigns while remaining anonymous. The Supreme Court, in a series of rulings including *Buckley v. Valeo* in 1976 and *Citizens United v. FEC* in 2010, made it easier for all types of money, including dark money to flood into the political system.

Politicians look to garner support through campaign contributions. To take just one example from recent news reports: in May 2021, the FBI was investigating a case involving Susan Collins, a US senator and Republican from Maine, for receiving contributions to her 2020 re-election campaign – organized by an executive at the defense contractor firm, Navatek. It is worth noting that Senator Collins sits on a key Senate subcommittee that controls military spending. In 2019, Senator Collins lobbied for Navatek to receive an $8 million contract at a Maine shipyard. In the 2020 election, the Navatek executive routed $45,000 personally and $150,000 through a PAC to support her re-election bid.

Collins is not accused of any wrongdoing. It is the executive that is under FBI scrutiny, for allegedly breaking one of the few legal restrictions on campaign contributions: being a defense contractor and giving a political campaign contribution. Collins, in contrast, did nothing wrong, legally speaking. She could be said to be working for the constituencies in her state by directing work to a shipyard in Maine. There is no obvious personal venality by Collins. While individual politicians such as Collins may not be corrupt in the formal sense of gaining individually for a service or favor, the system is rotten to the core. Most political campaign contributions deemed illegal in most of the other liberal democracies around the world do not constitute corruption in the US. It is everyday politics; business as usual.

Today, policies in Washington DC are shaped more by interest groups who hone regulations to meet their needs, rather than the needs of the ordinary electorate. The political system listens to the power of money. Politicians desperately need money to stay competitive, win races, and remain in power. Those with the most money have the best access: they have the power to influence and advise. Ordinary people exercise political choice at elections but those with money exercise real political power all the time.

---

**Divided Government**

Under the mounting pressure of growing partisanship, the constitutional division of political responsibilities across the different levels of government is now revealed as a major flaw.

**The Senate is Rigged**

The rigging of the voting system for the US Senate so that some electoral votes count more than others is not new; it's a foundational reality, an integral part of the political architecture of the country. Under the US constitution, each state receives the same number of senators, despite differing population size, while the number of representatives afforded to a state is based on its population. It started at the beginning of the Republic, when each state was allocated two senators, despite differing population size. At the time of the First Congress in 1789, the population of the largest and smallest states, respectively Virginia and Delaware—and here we will only include free White males over 16 as befits the prioritization of the time—was 110, 936 and 11,783. Roughly, a 9-fold differential.

By the time of the 2016 presidential election, the population of the most and least populous states, respectively California and Wyoming, was 39.25 million and 585, 501. The differential has increased to 67-fold, whilst the senator allocation has remained the same. Senators from small states with reliably consistent voting preferences can amass seniority that bestows enormous power beyond their demographic significance. A longtime leader of the Senate, Mitch McConnell, co-represents a state with a 2020 total population of only 4.4 million that is 89.4 percent White with only 3.5 percent foreign-born while the US average is 71.7 percent white and 12.9 percent foreign-born.

Senate representation reflects the political realities of the largely rural 18th Century rather than the demographic realities of the metropolitan 21st Century. More than a quarter of the entire US population resides in just 10 metro areas across only 16 states. And 85 percent of all Americans now live in metro areas. The opinions of the metropolitan majority on such issues as gun control, abortion rights or immigration policy, are countermanded in the Senate by the preferences of voters in small, rural states.

Political power no longer parallels demographic realities. To be sure, the US was never designed as a democracy but as a republic engineered to limit the power of the people and prevent political convulsions. The multiple sources of governmental power were to be a check on unbridled power. A majority of the Supreme Court can be appointed by Senators representing a minority of the US population.
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What About the House?

Seats in the House of Representatives are based on the population of the states. Thus California with a population of almost 40 million sends 52 representatives to the House, while New Hampshire with a population of around 1.36 million sends two. Thus, the House is supposed to even out the effects of states with different populations. However, the pooling of Democratic voters into dense areas lessens their effectiveness as they tend to win big in a few districts while Republicans have a wider national spread. The current system gives the Republicans an advantage over Democrats. A mathematical model produced by The Economist concluded that the Democrats need to win 53.5 percent of all votes cast to have an even chance of winning a House majority.

The Local Level is Stymied

Although voting also takes place at the more local level of towns and cities, there is a problem as state politicians are allowed to overturn local initiatives. Twenty-four states now have pending legislation to reverse ballot measures that were introduced at the local level. In Virginia, with the Republican control of state legislature, the state prohibited localities from removing memorials or replacing street names that honor southern ‘heroes’ of the Civil War. In this case, the democratic will of progressive districts was blocked because they were encased by the power of conservative states. On the other hand, conservative localities can be blocked by progressive states. This was evident in local resistance to more liberal states’ mandates for mask wearing during the worst of the COVID pandemic.

The Electoral College Does Not Represent the Popular Will

The Electoral College, not the voting electorate, elects the President. This system was established in the Constitution to blunt the power of raw popular opinion. It is not the total votes cast for a presidential candidate that leads to a winner, but the votes of the 538 electors of the College allocated to each state in the same numbers as their Congressional delegation. It tends to favor the large states since they have more population, and hence more congressional representation. Since 1888, the system worked well in that the popular vote and the Electoral College were in sync. However, in both 2000 and 2016 a President won without obtaining a majority of popular votes. If presidents were elected by a simple popular vote, we would have had President Hilary Clinton and President Gore. The Electoral College does not transmit the will of the people, and is starting to undermine it.

The Electoral College system also overvalues voters in large swing states such as Florida. Because of its importance and the demographic profile of this state the interests of elderly voters, self-identified Jewish voters and anti-Fidel Castro voters have influenced national policies as a succession of presidential candidates sought to appease these groups to win the Presidency. US foreign policy toward Israel and Cuba, and domestic safeguards to Medicare are in no small part a function of the importance of Florida’s Electoral College votes.

Gerrymandering

Then there is the manipulation of voting boundaries to engineer specific political outcomes. The political party that controls state legislatures is directed by the Constitution to redraw Congressional boundaries every 10 years, after the results of the most recent Census, in order to take account of population shifts. This redistricting is often done to win seats and is known as gerrymandering. Basically, it allows politicians to select their voters, rather than citizens to choose their representatives. In 2012, Republicans won a majority of 33 seats in the House despite getting 1.4 million fewer votes than their Democratic opponents.

The term ‘gerrymandering’ originates with the activities of Elbridge Gerry who, in 1810 as governor of Massachusetts, signed a bill that created legislative boundaries that favored his political party. A cartoonist of the day depicted the outline of the boundaries as a salamander, attempting to convey the arbitrariness of the resulting boundaries (Figure 1). The system was so ‘gerrymandered’ that the Democratic-Republicans won only 49 percent of the votes but picked up 72 percent of the seats.

Gerrymandering involves what’s called the ‘cracking and packing’ of voters by moving the boundaries of voting districts. Cracking spreads opposition voters thinly across many districts to dilute their power, whilst packing concentrates opposition voters in fewer districts to reduce the number of seats they can win. Gerrymandering has gotten worse in the last 20 years for three main reasons.

First, gerrymandering is effective in helping political parties hold power in the House. Since 1995, after 40 years of uninterrupted Democratic dominance, the House has become more competitive. It is now up for grabs and gerrymandering has helped tip the scales.

One political consultant, Thomas Hofeller, described by many as a gerrymander genius, was particularly effective in designing...
Gerrymandering has had a profound impact on the electoral system and on the wider democratic process. It encourages long-term incumbency and a consequent polarization of political discourses. In gerrymandered districts, politicians only need to appeal to their base rather than to a wider electorate. Gerrymandering remains an ugly fact of the U.S. electoral system that belies the claim to democracy. Gerrymandered districts produce safe seats and lock politicians into political postures that promote ideological purity and party loyalty over bipartisan negotiation. Primary voters in gerrymandered districts thus count more than the general voting public.

**Suppressing The Vote**

Of all the disturbing trends causing the decline of democracy in the US, voter suppression— another foundational feature of US politics— is the most insidious. Women and Black people were long denied the right to vote, and strict citizenship rules were often employed to marginalize recent immigrants. Voter suppression is a way for a White oligarchy to remain in power.

Naturally, there was resistance. Voter suppression was often met by renewed efforts at securing voting rights, which in turn stimulated new rounds of suppressions by traditional holders of power. We can briefly recount the political history of the USA as a series of attempts to suppress an extended franchise that in turn prompts resistance and in turn new forms of suppression. Let me flesh out this assertion with a more detailed exposition.

In the wake of the Civil War in the Reconstruction era, traditionally dated from around 1863 to 1877, three major constitutional amendments abolished slavery (the 13th Amendment, adopted in 1865), created citizens from former enslaved people (the 14th Amendment, adopted in 1868) and extended the right to vote to Black people and other minorities (the 15th Amendment, adopted in 1870). Together, they constitute a ‘Second American Revolution’. It was a difficult struggle to ensure political equality in the old South, where racist attitudes were most strongly held. Despite the hurdles and difficulties, Black people were elected to state legislatures in a period of political emancipation. From 1869 to 1876, two Black men became US senators and 20 Black men were elected to the Congress. However, this political flowering proved short-lived, as North Carolina. The ruling helped create districts where minority voters were concentrated and aided the packing of voters in future cases. Later, a more conservative court in *Vieth v. Jubelirer* ruled 5-4 not to intervene in cases of gerrymandering. Predictably, partisan gerrymandering then increased without legal challenge, especially after the 2010 redistricting round initiated by the 2010 Census results. In *Shelby v. Holder* in 2013, the Court in a 5-4 ruling overturned key elements of the 1965 Voting Rights Act that protected voters’ rights in the South. The ruling gave the green light for a return to partisan gerrymandering in areas of the country previously under federal scrutiny. In 2017, and again in 2018, the Supreme Court passed up numerous opportunities to declare gerrymandering unconstitutional. The Supreme Court’s 2018 decision has emboldened ever more gerrymandering.

Gerrymandering has a pernicious impact on the electoral system and on the wider democratic process. It encourages long-term incumbency and a consequent polarization of political discourses. In gerrymandered districts, politicians only need to appeal to their base rather than to a wider electorate. Gerrymandering remains an ugly fact of the U.S. electoral system that belies the claim to democracy. Gerrymandered districts produce safe seats and lock politicians into political postures that promote ideological purity and party loyalty over bipartisan negotiation. Primary voters in gerrymandered districts thus count more than the general voting public.
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In the wake of the Civil War in the Reconstruction era, traditionally dated from around 1863 to 1877, three major constitutional amendments abolished slavery (the 13th Amendment, adopted in 1865), created citizens from former enslaved people (the 14th Amendment, adopted in 1868) and extended the right to vote to Black people and other minorities (the 15th Amendment, adopted in 1870). Together, they constitute a ‘Second American Revolution’. It was a difficult struggle to ensure political equality in the old South, where racist attitudes were most strongly held. Despite the hurdles and difficulties, Black people were elected to state legislatures in a period of political emancipation. From 1869 to 1876, two Black men became US senators and 20 Black men were elected to the Congress. However, this political flowering proved short-lived, as
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southern states reentering the Union were freed from outside and military control and local White political elites began working to marginalize the active political participation of Black people.

Reconstruction was dead by the end of the 19th Century. In the South, White supremacy was reinarnated and maintained by the suppression of the Black vote through poll taxes, literacy tests, and outright intimidation. In 1896, 130,334 Black people were registered to vote in Louisiana, but by 1904 there were only 1,342.27 By the early 1900s, only 2 percent of Black people eligible to vote in Alabama had cast their ballot. This effective political disenfranchisement was maintained by White Democratic voting registers that excluded Black voters from voting lists and was enforced by the threat and constant practice of violence by local and state police, and paramilitary organizations such as the White League and the Ku Klux Klan. This period of Deconstruction lasted for decades, until the middle of the 20th Century. It was reinvigorated by absolute Democratic control of the South and the entrenched power of incumbent White southern Democrats in Congress, chairing influential committees to suppress, deflect, or minimize civil rights legislation that threatened a monopoly of White political power in the South. There was no federal civil rights legislation from 1877 to the 1950s. The Supreme Court was an active participant in, what one legal historian refers to as, the process of Black people being “erased from national politics.”28

A new civil rights movement emerged in the 1950s. The 1957 Civil Rights Act, the first such legislation since Reconstruction, established a civil rights section in the Department of Justice (DOJ) that employed federal prosecutors to pursue voting discrimination and created a federal Civil Rights Commission. Put forward by the then Republican President, Dwight Eisenhower, the act was weakened by the southern Democrats in the Congress.29 It was the last time that Republicans favored federal oversight of state voting practices and Democrats actively resisted them, as alliances were shifting. White voters in the South drifted to the Republican Party and Black people overwhelmingly moved their allegiance to the Democratic Party. Agitation and protest resulted in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that sought to end segregation in public places and discrimination in the job market. It also inaugurated a restructuring of US spatial politics as the white South began its eventual transformation into a Republican rather than a Democratic stronghold, and as a consequence, the national Republican Party became a more overtly religious and socially conservative party.30

The 1964 legislation also provided the platform for the Voting Rights Acts (VRA) of 1965 that proposed stiffer legal safeguards to ensure registration and voting for Black people. The VRA has evolved over the years in a series of amendments –most noticeably in 1970, 1975, 1982 and 2006– but at its core, it prohibited discriminatory voting laws across the land and identified areas of the country subject to special conditions; they were termed covered areas (essentially the South).31 Section 5 spelled out these conditions: any changes in voting laws or voting procedures in these covered areas had to be precleared by the DOE or by the US District Court of DC. The political space of the country was reimagined; across the country there was a greater federal oversight of elections that traditionally had been the sole responsibility of the states. It was a shift of the ultimate control of elections from the state to the federal level because there was a sense that at the more local levels’ discriminatory practices were both possible and actual.

While much civil rights legislation had broad and general goals such as eliminating job and housing discrimination, the VRA specifically targeted the reality as well as the promise of the 15th Amendment by removing the persistent and pervasive political discrimination. The VRA is one of the most successful pieces of federal public policy. In 1964, in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi and South Carolina only 6.7 percent of eligible Black voters were registered to vote compared to 60 percent of Whites. By 2010, the figure for Black people was comparable to White people. In 1960, only 4 percent of registered voters in Mississippi were Black, but by 1984 this had increased to 26 percent. With the implementation of the VRA, Black people’s political participation has increased dramatically, reversing decades of exclusion from the political process. In 1964, there was only 1 Black legislature in the original covered areas, by 2010 there were over 230. Black political representation increased across the country.32

Shelby County is an affluent county in central Alabama with a population of just over 200,000. According to the census of 2010, it had about 11.5% Black people, whereas the percentage for the state is 26.5. Only 7% live below the poverty line compared to 17% for the state. It is an affluent majority-predominantly White county in a poor state. It also reflects the recent political history of the South shifting from solidly Democratic in the 1980s to overwhelmingly Republican. By 2010, every elected partisan office in the county was held by a Republican. In 2010, Shelby County took a case to federal court arguing that sections of the VRA were unconstitutional. The county lost its case in a federal district court, a decision upheld in a court of appeals. The case went to the Supreme Court in February 2013. The majority decision released in that busy end-of-session week in June of 2013, and written by Chief Justice Roberts, ruled that Section 4 of the VRA (which identified areas subject to preclearance) was unconstitutional. Essentially, it freed local areas with a long history of pernicious racial suppression from federal oversight.33
In the seemingly ever-repeating cycle of voter suppression leading to resistance that in turn ushers in new forms of voter suppression, we are at the ‘third stage’ of renewed voter suppression. Stung by former President Trump’s defeat in the 2020 Presidential elections, Republican state legislatures tried to suppress the popular vote with more new forms of voter identification and registration designed to penalize the less wealthy. Now, freed from federal oversight, states and municipalities across the nation have introduced discriminatory practices fueled by exaggerated and false accounts of voter fraud especially in partisan media accounts. In actuality, vote fraud is negligible.34

Voter suppression is masquerading as ensuring voting integrity. It is nothing more than a brazen attempt to suppress Democratic leaning voters, with restrictive practices such as restrictive ID requirements that favor the affluent, not allowing freed prisoners to vote, and the restriction of early voting and absentee voting. There is also the more indirect voter suppression such as the inequities on voting facilities.35 Poorer districts with majority people of color tend to have to wait in line for much longer than those in affluent, majority-White districts as there are fewer places to cast a ballot. These are all attempts at voter suppression. In 2020, the Texas legislature worked to pass a bill that would not allow voting on a Sunday before 1 pm. Its one and only aim was to suppress Black churchgoers from going to the polls directly from Sunday morning services. Many of the faithful in this state lack private transport, so Black churches often provide group transportation to the polls. The same bill also sought to restrict people driving non-relatives to the polls. It is aimed directly at elderly poor black voters who do not have their own cars.36

Voter suppression in various forms is not about combating voter fraud; it is a way for Republicans to remain in power, even as the electorate drifts away from supporting them.37

Fully-functioning democracies allow voters a sense of participation in a shared experience. Flawed democracies, in contrast, feed resentments about fairness and create fertile conditions for conspiracy narratives. There is no simple explanatory step from noting these mounting democratic deficits to explaining the insurrection of 6 January 2021. However, the flaws in US democracy are significant background factors in creating narratives of resentment and anger. Insurrections happen in the context of declining political legitimacy and growing discontent. While all voters get to exercise political choice, only some get to exercise real political power. As the undemocratic trends strengthen, we are likely to see more crises of political legitimacy and more expressions of raw political anger.38